Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 2

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. the desire for much more than is needed
6. to regard as true
8. hot vapor
9. to repeat a sound
11. opposite of bitter
12. one who belongs to a group
13. odor
14. not stale or spoiled
16. to act out a role
20. not expensive
23. animal
25. a living being
26. the right to act
27. opposite of east
28. opposite of most

Down
1. something special to be enjoyed
2. Let's eat at a Chinese ___.
4. uncover
5. a tiny bit
7. Most books are kept on one.
10. cause
13. sharply sloped
15. Racers move at great ___.
17. enthusiastic
18. a list of food to be served
19. Promises should be ____.
20. a top official
21. shine
22. depart
24. used money to buy